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SUMMARY- Comparison of conventional STC method and recently developed distance-acplitude
gate method for compensation in ultrasonic testing.

RESUME : Comparaison de me'thode conventionnelle STC et d'une méthode de compensation
d'amplification a gain variable developpée recemment pour les cssais non destructifs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative evaluation of discontinuities detected by ultrasonic echo-
ranging frequently requires compensation for target distance in accordance with the
distance-amplitude function applicable to the specific test conditions. This is
usually accomplished by procedures which are basically manual, involving point-by-
point comparison of each flaw signal with a reference level given by one of the
following:

1 . Signals from test holes at corresponding material depths
2. Calibration curves obtained empirically from test blocks
3. Distance-gain-size (DGS) diagrams derived theoretically

Since such methods are operator dependent, time-consuming, and not compatible with
automated inspection, the desirability of real-time electronic correction is self-
evident. For maximum effectiveness however, an electronic distance-amplitude
compensation system must meet essentially the same performance criteria obtainable
manually, without introducing problems of complex set-up procedures, poor repro-
ducibility, or excessive cost. Recent technical advances have confirmed the
feasibility of meeting these objectives.

II. BACKGROUND

Ultrasonic testing by the pulse-echo method has been in commercial use for
more than thirty years, yet problems of standardization, calibration, and
interpretation still remain. There is increasing pressure for more precise
evaluation of the size and characteristics of detected discontinuities. Of the
several parameters affecting observed results, the distance-amplitude function is
usually one of the mo^t critical. Failure to consider its effects may result in one
or more test deficiencies including:

1. Erroneous determination of flaw size
2. Unnecessary "over-testing"
3. Degradation of near-surface resolution
4. Lowered signal-to-noise ratio
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The nature of the distance-amplitude response curve (often referred to
simply as the D/A curve) has been extensively discussed in the literature from both
theoretical and empirical approaches. The first is well covered in the text by
KRAUTKRAMER il>, and the latter in the NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING HANDBOOK edited by
McMASTER <2>. From these and other reference sources some conclusions can be reached
as to the generalized requirements for distance—amplitude compensation methods.

For targets small compared to the sound beam, a reasonably smooth near-field
curve results if the search unit is positioned laterally at each target distance so
that the maximum signal is obtained, that is, at the peak of corresponding beam-
profile for that depth. This is essentially the procedure used by an operator for
optimizing signals from either test blocks or material discontinuities. For common
structural materials and typical search units the near-field is usually limited to
15 cm or less and requires approximately 12 dB to 18 dB maximum compensation.

The far-field curve approximates an inverse-square function for low—loss
materials with added exponential attenuation for more lossy ones. These factors and
the maximum depth to be inspected determine the nature of the correction required.
For many typical test situations and thicknesses of 25 cm or less, 20 dB compensation
is more than adequate, although for very attenuative materials more may be needed.

Manual distance compensation, as previously mentioned, requires that the
operator compare each signal to be evaluated against that for the corresponding D/A
curve or other established reference. This is usually done either by use of a
calibrated attenuator or directly against a D/A chart. The first method tends to be
slower but has essentially unlimited dynamic range. The latter, conveniently done by
placing the D/A curve on the display graticule with an overlay or wax pencil, is
faster bur has a dynamic range limit of about 20 dB for any single gain setting.

The use of a conventional flaw-gate having a fixed alarm level, while
allowing a degree of automation, does not of course provide distance compensation.
Conversely, as noted, the test sensitivity must be set unnecessarily high to provide
for the "worst case" portion of the D/A curve. A partial but costly solution to the
problem can sometimes be found by multi-pass scanning and readjustment of gate
position and test sensitivity between passes, thereby approximating the desired D/A
response. Effective real-time distance-amplitude compensation by electronic means is
therefore a basic requirement for automated inspection whenever tlia dynamic range of
the applicable D/A curve exceeds a few dB. Any such electronic technique will
hereafter be referred to simp]y as DAC'in conformance with present ASTM terminology
•C3>.

III. DAC BY SENSITIVITY-TIME CONTROL OF RECEIVER

III.l. Basic technique i

The need for DAC of some form was recognized relatively early in the
evolution of ultrasonic NDT instrumentation, even before all the ramifications of
the D/A function were fully understood. In RADAR technology an analogous problem,
loss of signal strength with increasing target distance, had already been attacked
Í4>. Compensation was obtained by rapidly increasing receiver gain synchronously
with each sweep trace, a technique called sensitivity-time control (STC). This
approach eventually adopted by almost all manufacturers of ultrasonic equipment is
also referred to as swept-gain, time-varied gain (TVG), distance-gain correction
(DGC), and depth-varied gain (DVG), as well as DAC. It should be noted that, except
for the general term DAC, each does imply control of receiver gain as the basic
compensation technique.

As applied to the standard A-scan instrument, the method is shown
diagramatically in Figure 1. The receiver amplifier must be designed so that its
gain can be rapidly varied in response to a control signal supplied by the DAC
waveform generator. This in turn is initiated once each pulse repetition period
either by the clock or by another synchronous signal, such as the interface echo.
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If effective signal equalization can be obtained for a specified depth, this region
can then be monitored with a conventional flaw gate having a fixed alarm level.

III.2. Requirements and methods

The DAC waveform required will be determined by the amplitude contour of
the relevant D/A curve, the gain/voltage function of the receiver, and Lite degree of
compensation desired. Many presently available commercial instruments provide single
slope DAC waveforms, intended primarily for far-field compensation only. However,
controls are usually provided for the start, initial amplitude, and slope of the
waveforms, so-called "triple function distance gam correction". V'ith appropriate
circuitry, an exponential sensitivity-distance relationship can be obtained with a
simple linear ramp applied as the gain control. The significance rr the near-field
can be minimized by use of relatively small search units or increased water paths.

If precise compensation is desired for all regions of a dual slope D/A
curve, more complex DAC waveforms are necessary. Development of suitable techniques
for this purpose was undertaken at Sperry Products in 1955 i5>. Subsequently, with
the commercial advent of a completely modular reflectoscope system, a practical plug-
in unit devoted specifically to the DAC function evolved. This provided versatile
dual-slope waveform control, initial pulse or interface synchronization, and CRT
display of the DAC waveform.

Ill.3 Advantages and limitations of STC methods

A significant advantage of an effective STC system results from the equal-
ization of video signals both as displayed on the CRT and delivered to the monitor
gate. The operator sees all signals of similar relevance a£ constant amplitude.
The dynamic range of the complete system is limited only by the amount of DAC
control available, and this can usually be made at least 40 dB. Problems may arise
when extremely fast DAC waveforms are required, thus producing spurious transient
signals within the receiver.

In view of the obvious advantages of STC for many test applications and its
availability in several commercial instruments during recent years, one might expect
very widespread use. Yet references appear infrequently in the current literature,
and the fev? test specifications that do permit its use are generally vague as to
performance requirements or set-up procedures. It must be assumed therefore that the
full potential of real-time DAC is nor being realized. The problems seem to involve
one or both of the following:

1. Inadequate range of DAC control
2. Difficulty of set-up procedures

If both near-field and far-field compensation are required, no single slope DAC will
probably be satisfactory. Further, the range of panel controls on a given standard
instrument cannot encompass all possible test situations, even with the most
versatile multi-slope DAC presently available. These, however, are engineering
problems solvable by appropriate circuitry.

The difficulties relating to set-up and calibration are unfortunately basic
to the STC principle and may present significant obstacles to practical application.
In typical systems using conventional DAC waveform generators, it is not possible to
establish the actual gain level point by point as a function of distance. Any
change in the DAC waveform can affect all other distances, or at the least adjoining
regions. It is difficult therefore to use only one target at a time to establish
the correct STC function, even though the shape of the complete D/A curve is known.
At least three successful methods have been used for overcoming this:

1. Generate multiple echo signals permitting simultaneous adjustment
of entire STC curve

2. Graphical construction of the required DAC waveform
3. Provide CRT display of inverse gain function waveform
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Several techniques are presently available to accomplish Method 1. Multiple back
reflections used in conjunction with the appropriate graphical transfer function can
reasonably approximate the desired compensation for specific search units in the
far field. Special test blocks with a plurality of holes, slots, etc. can be made
to simulate a given test condition. A somewhat more flexible fixture uses several
angle beam search units bonded to a flat bar, each having a separate resistor
network for adjustment of «ignai amplitudes.

By far the most useful and versatile DAC calibration device available today
is Lhe transponding ultrasonic calibrator (TUC) originally developed to meet the
requirements of nuclear vessel inspection {6}. In response to the output pulse
from the reflectoscope, "the TUC generates a series of RF wavetrains having selectable
delay and spacing, and individually adjustable in amplitude. These are in turn sent
back into the input of the 'ultrasonic instruirent and displayed as echo-signals.
Almost any realizable D/A curve can be accurately simulated since up to 20 discrete
wavetrains are available to reconstruct it. The use of the TUC to simulate a
. typical D/A curve and to establish the appropriate DAC function for precise
amplitude equalization is illustrated by Figure 2. It is virtually impossible to
achieve such compensation unless signals representing the entire D/A curve are
simultaneously displayed. While electronic equipment, such as the TUC, may be
relatively expensive compared to simple test fixtures, it does offer an effective
way to overcome the principal limitation of conventional DAC systems, the
calibration problem.

Method 2, graphical construction, can be used only with equipment which
displays the DAC waveform and when test blocks or other targets are available to
construct the specific D/A curve accurately. This method described by MURDOCH {7}
is rather time-consuming but is reasonably straightforward, precise and reproducible.

The use of a display system which presents the inverse gain function,
Method 3, would appear to offer an ideal solution since it should only be necessary
to match the displayed DAC waveform to the D/A curve. However, the generation of
the required inverse function involves rather specialized electronics and critical
adjustments to mate with specific receivers. While this was proved feasible in the
DAC module designed for some Sperry reflectoscopes, the method is not presently
employed in new model instruments.

IV. OISTANCE-AMPLITUDE GATE

IV.1. Basic technique

An alternate approach for obtaining distance-amplitude compensation without
time-control of receiver sensitivity has recently been developed at Automation
Industries. The technique, called the distance-amplitude gate (DAG) is shown
diagramatically in Figure 3. The DAC control waveform is now used to time-vary the
alarm level of the monitor gate, rather than the receiver gain as in conventional
STC. The method in itself would have no significant advantages except when mated
with instrumentation having a compatible gate display system.

The reflectoscope system for which the DAG module was designed provides a
display for its standard flaw gates as bright-up bars on an alternate sweep trace.
Horizontal bar position indicates gate start and width while its vertica] position
tracks accurately with the alarm level. In DAG operation the alarm level is
modulated by the output of the DAC waveform generator so that the resulting time-
varied alarm level can also be displayed, superimposed on the video pattern. In
this presentation the horizontal projection of the alarm line wave corresponds to
the gate start and width, while its vertical position at any point is the threshold
level above which any video signal will produce an alarm output. A CRT display of
two conventional and one DAG gate is shown in Figure 5. Typical waveforms for dual-
slope DAG operation with TUC simulation of the D/A curve are shown in Figure 4.
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IV.2. Operational features

The principal and most obvious advantage of the distance-amp! itudi1 gate-
technique is the simplicity of the set-up procedure. It is necessary only to match
the DAG alarm level to the D/A curve either by the overlay ("wax pencil") method or
using an electronic TUC. The gate start and width are set exactly as with a
conventional flaw gate. The effects of any control changes are seen immediately on
the CRT display and involve no inverse or indirect action elsewhere in the system.
If the shape of the D/A function is known, only one test block should be necessary to
establish the complete alarm level curve. The range of curve shapes which can be
corrected is of course limited by the waveforms available from the DAC generator, an
engineering rather than fundamental limitation. For optimum versatility dual slope
control will usually be desired to provide practical near-field compensation. The
method is well suited to immersion testing since conventional I.F. gate
synchronization is applicable.

The dynamic range of the alarm level essentially determines the tiaximum
compensation, usually about 20 dB. This is also near the practical limit of CRT
readability for any reasonable measurement precision.

IV.3 Advantages of DAG technique

Simple and direct set-up procedure
Independent of pulser/receiver characteristics; no interaction with
receiver amplifier eliminating problems of transients, non-linearity,
and critical adjustments

Provides practical compensation range up to 20 dB, adequate for most
test conditions

Equally applicable to contact or immersion testing
Compatible with back-echo gain control in receiver without adverse
effects of STC

Negligible circuitry in addition to conventional flaw gate and DAC
waveform generator

V. CONCLUSIONS

Real-time distance amplitude compensation can be effectively accomplished with
presently available technology, provided suitable instrumentation, ancillary devices,
and application procedures are utilized.
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FIGURE I. COMPENSATION BY SENSITIVITY-TIME CONTROL (STC)

2A. ORIGINAL D/A CURVE 2B. AFTER STC COMPENSATION

FIGURE 2. STC COMPENSATION OF SIMULATED D/A CURVE
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FIGURE 3. COMPENSATION WITH DISTANCE-AMPLITUDE GATE (DAG)

4A. SET-UP OF DAG LEVEL
WITH TUC

4B. DISPLAY OF GATE WIDTH
AND ALARM LEVEL

FIGURE 4. COMPENSATION OF DAG METHOD
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FIGURE £ . REFLECTOSCOPE DISPLAY WITH SINGLE DISTANCE-AMPLITUDE
GATE AND TWO STANDARD BAR GATES


